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JPI Oceans: Overview

o Intergovernmental partnership focused on 

solving the societal challenges of our oceans 

that cannot be solved just at national level

o Strategic and operational remit

o Member countries collaborating on the actions 

they find interesting a flexible geometry

o Open to wider international collaboration 

o JPI Oceans aims to foster new modes of 

cooperation to provide scientific evidence for 

effective governance by applying an integrated 

co-design from the outset, between users and 

producers of knowledge
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JPI Oceans
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A partnership to align research  investments

JPI Oceans is:

• driving scientific excellence through mission oriented joint 

actions

• building trust and encouraging new forms of collaboration

• and partnership between local, regional, national and 

European policymakers, research funding agencies, etc.

JPI Oceans  comprises a portfolio of fit for purpose instruments 

engaging users and producers. 

It currently includes:

• Joint calls for transnational R&I projects and including 

activities funded with cash and in kind contributions

• Foresight studies

• Harmonization and standardization

• Joint monitoring and integrated data collection

• Contributing to policy making and policy alignment

• Generating scientific evidence that support policy making
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JPI Oceans Goals

Good environmental status of the seas  

A knowledge based Sustainable 

maritime economy

Optimize the response to climate change 

and its impacts
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Strategic Research and Innovation Agenda: Strategic Areas
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Strategic Research and Innovation Agenda: Contributing to the Agenda 2030
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JPI Oceans input to date

3 examples  

providing science policy evidence and impact



Wendy Bonne, Belgium
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Example 1 - Defining the Quality of European Waters 

• The EU Water Framework Directive (WFD) adopted in 2000  

• After 15 years still significant gaps in implementation

• Environmental authorities in 11 countries signed a MoU with JPI Oceans to 

conduct scientific intercalibration exercises

• They jointly agreed and appointed experts – overall a cost saving per nation 

• All the exercises have impacted on the thresholds for environmental quality 

which the member states are legally bound to reach. 

• Changes to the thresholds were needed for seven out of eleven participating 

countries



Example 2: Microplastic in the marine and coastal environment  

• Responding to emerging science evidence gap

• Germany took lead of an action to address and monitor microplastic, 2013
• to harmonise measurements

• create critical scientific mass

• Through JPI Oceans 11 countries raised 7.5 million, launched call and funded 4 

new research projects

• Outcomes - Raising high level policy awareness on science concerns
• High impact science publications and outreach activities

• Established an efficient science-policy  dialogue and interface

• Recognized in a Communique G7 Ministers of Science 

• NEW CALL IN PLANNING – Late 2018



Example 3: Ecological aspects of deep-sea mining

12

Approach: 

• Shared use of 

Infrastructure 

• Interdisciplinary joint 

cruise

• Outcome: providing 

evidence and an 

European science voice 

to the international 

codes of conduct of the 

International Seabed 

Authority

• New project 2019
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What next for JPI Oceans?



Blue Bioeconomy Cofund
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29 Partners 
Research funding and 
research management Organisations

17 Countries Participating
Belgium, Croatia, Estonia, 
Finland, France, Germany, Greece, 
Iceland, Denmark, Ireland, Italy, 
Malta, Norway, Portugal, Romania, Spain, 
Sweden

Current national commitment
€ 25,000,000

EU Contribution
Up to EUR 8 million 



Blue Bioeconomy Cofund- Ambition

With the aim to:

o Substantially contribute to increased production of aquatic bioresources, their 

consumption and the environmental sustainability of the harvesting and cultivation of 

aquatic bioresources; thereby as well contribution to SDGs 2 and 14. 

o Substantially contribute to the ERA on Blue Bioeconomy, creating a 

BlueBio Knowledge Community, based on three legs 

- our network of programme owners and programme managers, 

- a network among the funded projects, facilitating knowledge exchange and capacity 

building, potentially linked with other trans-national, thematically related projects

- a network of stakeholders as outlined in the Stakeholder Engagement Plan and the 

Communication and Outreach Workplan. 

o Improve professional skills and competences within the blue bioeconomy.

o Contribute to policymaking in research, innovation and technology relating to the use 

of aquatic bioresources in the Europe’s bioeconomy. 
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The overarching ambition for BlueBio is to “unlock the potential of the aquatic bioresources”.
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• Land use – sea use interconnections

• From source-to sea

• Linking SDG 6, 15 and 14

• Digitalization, big data, AI and 

communications in ocean research
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The Ocean is One – JPI  Oceans 

A European Voice in the global scene



Lessons learned: 
Long term perspective

Is key in developing science to policy 

mechanisms 
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